Modeling increases in snowmelt yield and desynchronization resulting from forest gap-thinning treatments in a northern mountain headwater basin
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[1] A physically based model built upon extensive field observations of radiation dynamics and snow processes in cold regions forest environments was used to investigate the impacts of prescribed forest gap-thinning treatments on spring snowmelt in a small Saskatchewan River headwater basin of the Canadian Rocky Mountains. Both field observations and model simulations showed that snow accumulations in small clear-cut gaps was roughly double those under intact forest cover due to sublimation losses from the canopy. Consequently, mountain forests thinned with small clear-cut gaps resulted in a substantial increase in the magnitude of spring snowmelt. However, the impact of forest thinning on the timing of snowmelt was highly dependent on slope orientation; thinning accelerated snowmelt on south facing slopes primarily through enhanced shortwave radiation, but retarded snowmelt on north facing slopes primarily through reduced incoming longwave radiation. As a result, thinning treatments across opposing north facing and south facing mountain slopes acted to substantially expand the spring melt period in the basin, and illustrated the important hydrological control imparted by intact forest cover through its synchronization of snowmelt across complex terrain. A sensitivity analysis of snowmelt timing to varying spring meteorological conditions strongly suggests that shifts in spring snowmelt runoff from similar forest thinning treatments in mountain regions will depend on the slope and aspect at which they occur in combination with the seasonal timing of snowmelt resulting from latitude-controlled solar elevation effects.


1. Introduction

[2] In western and northern North America, the majority of river flows are generated from snowmelt, much of which originates in complex mountain landscapes [Eschner et al., 1969; Gray and Landine, 1988; Mote et al., 2005; Woo, 2008], providing a vital water supply to the Peace-Athabasca-Mackenzie, Columbia, Colorado, Fraser, Saskatchewan-Nelson, Churchill, and Missouri Rivers [Marks and Winstral, 2001]. Northern mountains have extensive evergreen needleleaf forests, which strongly influence snowmelt runoff due to impacts both on snow accumulation [Jeffery, 1965; Lundberg and Halldin, 1994; Pomeroy et al., 2002] and snowmelt timing [Metcalf and Buttle, 1995; Davis et al., 1997; Pomeroy and Granger, 1997; Hardy et al., 1998]. Mountain streamflow is under ever-increasing demand to satisfy the rapidly expanding agricultural, industrial, and municipal water needs of western North America [Martz et al., 2007], which threaten to limit the instream flows necessary to maintain aquatic ecological health and recreational opportunities. Forest cover, snow conditions, and climate are changing rapidly across the region [Stewart et al., 1998; Nash and Johnson, 1996; Mote et al., 2005; Barnett et al., 2008; Knowles et al., 2006]. Given the complex interaction of climate, topography, and vegetation cover in mountain forests, an enhanced understanding of snow processes in these environments is a critical knowledge gap that needs addressing in order to improve the understanding and prediction of how specific changes in vegetation may affect snow dynamics and river flows from cold mountain regions.

[3] Changes in forest cover by either natural or anthropogenic agents may substantially alter the hydrological response of mountain basins [Troendle and Leaf, 1980; Storck et al., 1998]. However, comprehensive evaluation of the hydrological impacts caused by forest changes is challenging due to the complexity of water flow pathways through natural systems. One commonly employed approach to assess the hydrological impacts from forest cover changes is paired basin experiments, for which the
hydrological response from a treated basin is assessed relative to an untreated control. However, insight into the response of specific hydrological processes from such assessments is severely limited due to the logistical challenges in obtaining comprehensive data sets of the relevant hydrological variables over sufficiently long time periods. Another major drawback of such studies involves the differences in hydrological characteristics that naturally exist between even seemingly similar basins, which cast uncertainty in transferring experimental results to other basins.

[1] An alternative approach to empirical paired basin studies is the application of physically based models. With rigorous evaluation of the algorithms describing hydrometeorological processes and meaningful description of the physical environment through specified parameters, these models may be employed to assess the hydrological response brought about by land-use changes such as deforestation or reforestation [Pomeroy et al., 1999, 2012]. This is the approach of the Cold Regions Hydrological Modeling (CRHM) platform [Pomeroy et al., 2007] and its component process-based modules. Recent evaluations of CRHM have included its forest hydrometeorological modules, which demonstrated an effective representation of snow processes in cold regions needleleaf forest environments [Ellis et al., 2010]. The deterministic nature of CRHM is advantageous in terms of allowing a direct assessment of how forest cover changes may impact various snow processes by its ability to output detailed mass and energy balance variables. Spatial heterogeneity of cover and meteorological conditions across a basin are accounted for in CRHM through the designation of separate hydrological response units (HRUs) by the user.

[2] The hypothesis that forest thinning in the form of small gaps acts to retard spring snowmelt follows from Church's [1912] assertion that such openings represent the ideal forest structure for snow conservation by promoting snow accumulation sheltered from irradiance (i.e., radiation incident to surface) and turbulent energy exchanges. In terms of snow accumulation, this premise has been largely supported by field observations, with substantially deeper accumulations reported in forest gaps relative to that in adjacent forests [Golding and Swanson, 1978; Gary, 1980; Troendle and Leaf, 1981]. Deeper snow accumulations in forest gaps have been largely attributed to the elimination of canopy snow sublimation losses and the suppression of surface snow sublimation by wind-sheltering from the surrounding remnant forest [Pomeroy and Gray, 1995; Pomeroy et al., 2002]. In contrast, more conflicting results have been reported regarding the impacts of forest cover on snowmelt timing, as snowmelt in forest gaps has been observed occurring earlier relative to forest snowmelt in Colorado [Gary and Troendle, 1982], while Golding and Swanson [1978, 1986] and Swanson et al. [1986] found substantial snowmelt delays in forest gaps compared to undisturbed Alberta forests. The variable nature of snowmelt in forest gaps was further revealed by Berry and Rothwell [1992] who related the rate of snowmelt in forest gaps to their opening size, with more rapid snowmelt occurring in progressively more open gaps.

[3] In general, the large range of snowmelt rates in forest gaps has been attributed to the differing degrees to which snowcover is shaded from shortwave irradiance as produced by varying combinations of gap opening size, topographic orientation, and latitude. The dominant role of radiation in controlling melt rates in Canadian Rocky Mountain forest environments has been confirmed by Burles and Boon [2011] as well as by the detailed field measurements reported by Helgason and Pomeroy [2012] who revealed that turbulent exchanges provided only modest contributions to total snowmelt energy even in large forest gaps with extended wind fetches. More recent investigations of radiation dynamics in forest gaps have emphasized the role of both shortwave and longwave exchanges in determining total radiation to snowcover [e.g., Bernier and Swanson, 1993; Sicart et al., 2004]. Detailed field measurements and modeling of shortwave and longwave radiation dynamics by Lawler and Link [2011] demonstrated that radiation to snowcover in forest gaps on level terrain at ~47°N latitude may be greater or less than to forest covered or open-site snow depending on solar elevation angle. However, current understanding how forest gaps control radiation to snowcover is even more limited in mountain environments where the combination of forest cover and complex topography create a high degree of spatial variation in shortwave and longwave surface fluxes [Ellis et al., 2011].

[4] Detailed field measurements have been used to advance the understanding of processes governing radiation to forest snow and the development of physically based algorithms designed to simulate the impacts of changing canopy structure on snowmelt energetic [e.g., Pomeroy et al., 2012; Fang et al., 2012]. With their coupling to hydrological models of a similar physically based approach, it is expected these algorithms will provide an improved model representation of the hydrometeorological processes governing how forest cover changes alter the hydrological response of a site and the sensitivity to changing boundary and initial conditions [Pomeroy et al., 2005, 2007]. To this end, section 3 of this paper outlines a simple model to determine irradiance in open and forested mountain sites [Ellis, 2011], which is extended to describe irradiance in forest gaps of varying dimension based on the procedure by Lawler and Link [2011].

[5] The primary objective of this paper is to illustrate the potential effects forest cover changes in the form of prescribed gap-thinning treatments have on the snowmelt response of northern mountain basins. This is accomplished by simulating the shifts in snow accumulation and melt timing produced by the introduction of small canopy gaps in forests on differing slopes and aspects. Simulations are made using the forest-snow process modules in CRHM, which are evaluated against field observations of snow accumulation and melt in the patterned forest gap-thinning treatments established along the upper reaches of the Marrot Creek Research Basin (MCRB) in the Canadian Rocky Mountains. These results are further extended by applying the model to examine how forest gaps impact snowmelt under a wider range of meteorological conditions and basin topographic orientations. Results are likely to help guide hydrological models that operate at the watershed scale in how to provide a better representation of how smaller field-scale forest structures, such as small gap clear-cuts, impact the snow hydrology of mountain basins. Ultimately, insight from this exercise is expected to advance the understanding
of how mountain topography influences the snowmelt response from prescribed forest cutting treatments across mountain regions, and assist watershed and water managers in anticipating how forest cover changes may impact the yield and timing of stream flows derived from spring mountain snowmelt.

2. Forest Harvesting Treatments at MCRB

[9] Initiated in the 1970s as part of the Eastern Slopes Alberta Watershed Research Program [Beckstead and Veldman, 1985], extensive prescribed forest harvesting treatments were carried out in the MCRB to assess the potential impacts of large-scale forest cover changes on the snow hydrology of a mountain headwater basin. At the MCRB, forest harvesting was completed in two main treatments: the first establishing six large forest clear-cuts (3–13 ha) in the Cabin Creek subbasin starting in 1974, followed by a forest gap-thinning treatment consisting of 2103 small canopy circular gaps cut along the opposing north facing and south facing slopes of the Twin Creek tributaries through 1977–1979 (Figure 1). In the gap-thinning treatment, the small circular gap openings were spatially positioned to one another forming a honeycomb-like pattern within forest cover, of which the individual gap diameters ranged from \( \frac{3}{4} \) to \( \frac{11}{4} \) of the surrounding forest height. In general, the intent of the large clear-cutting treatment was to evaluate the potential for increasing total basin snow accumulation and subsequent spring water yield by reducing snow interception losses from the canopy. Although the impacts on total water yield were also of interest with the Twin Creek forest gap-thinning treatment, of particular focus in this subbasin was the prospect of promoting later-season streamflow by delaying snowmelt [Golding and Swanson, 1986].

3. Simulation of Irradiance to Mountain Snowcover

3.1. Irradiance to Open Snowcover

[10] At an open site with level topography, all-wave irradiance to snowcover \( R_o \) is given by the sum of atmospheric (i.e., reference) shortwave irradiance \( K_o \) and longwave irradiance \( L_o \) fluxes (all radiation fluxes in \( \text{W m}^{-2} \) or \( \text{MJ m}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1} \)):

\[
R_o = K_o + L_o. \tag{1}
\]

[11] With no change in the amount of the overlying sky view obscured by surrounding topography, adjustment of level \( R_o \) for slope effects is made by the following correction of direct-beam shortwave irradiance \( K_o \)

\[
R_o(S) = \omega K_o + K_d + L_o, \tag{2}
\]

where \( R_o(S) \) is the all-wave irradiance to the slope, \( K_d \) and \( L_o \) are the respective nondirectional fluxes of diffuse shortwave and longwave irradiance; the geometric slope correction factor \( \omega \) (dimensionless) scales direct-beam shortwave irradiance from a horizontal surface to a sloped surface by the following ratio:

\[
\omega = \frac{\cos(Z_o)}{\cos(Z)}, \tag{3}
\]

where \( Z \) and \( Z_o \) are the angles between the direct-beam sky position to the zenith of a horizontal and sloped site, respectively (radians).
3.2. Irradiance to Forest Snowcover

[12] Under a forest canopy of assumed homogenous and isotropic spatial distribution, irradiance to subcanopy snowcover ($R_{in,f}$) is resolved through separate treatment of shortwave and longwave fluxes by

$$R_{in,f} = \omega K_0 \tau_b + \tau_a (K_d + L_o) + (1 - \tau_a) \varepsilon_f T_f^4,$$

(4)

where $\tau_a$ and $\tau_d$ are the respective forest transmittances of beam and diffuse irradiance (both dimensionless), $\sigma$ is the Stephan-Boltzmann constant ($W \cdot m^{-2} \cdot K^{-4}$), and $\varepsilon_f$ and $T_f$ are the respective thermal emissivity (dimensionless) and temperature ($K$) of forest cover. In equation (4), $\tau_b$ may be approximated through sloping forest canopy by

$$\tau_b = e^{-\frac{d}{L'}},$$

(5)

where $L'$ is the optical depth of the canopy (dimensionless) which is equal to the negative logarithm of irradiance transmission through a vertical profile of the forest layer [Ellis, 2011], and $\theta$ is the solar elevation angle (radians).

3.3. Irradiance to Forest Gap Snowcover

[13] Using a similar convention to that for open and forest sites above, irradiance in a forest gap is determined by an adaptation of the Lawler and Link [2011] geometric model. Here, the forest gap is abstracted as an upright circular opening of a diameter/height dimension equal to $d/h$, for which irradiance to the center of the gap base ($R_{in,g}$) is given by the following expansion of equation (4)

$$R_{in,g} = \omega K_0 \tau_{bg} + V_{gap}(K_d + L_o) + (1 - V_{gap}) [\tau_a (K_d + L_o) + (1 - \tau_a) \varepsilon_f T_f^4],$$

(6)

where $\tau_{bg}$ is the transmittance of direct-beam irradiance through the surrounding forest cover (dimensionless), and $V_{gap}$ is the fraction of the overlying hemisphere opened to the base of the gap which is determined using the following expression derived from the following geometric view factor for an upright cylinder developed by Leuenberger and Person [1956] and Buschman and Pittman [1961]

$$V_{gap} = 1 - \frac{2h}{d} \left[ \left( \frac{h}{d} \right)^2 + \frac{h}{d} \right].$$

(7)

[14] It must be noted that determinations of $V_{gap}$ by expressions such as equation (7) are strictly valid only for horizontal sites. However, analytical expressions for slopes have not yet been developed. To evaluate the error in $V_{gap}$ determinations using equation (7), Appendix A compares values for a horizontal site to sites of increasing slope gradient calculated using a numerical solution approach. Results in Appendix A show that notable differences in $V_{gap}$ values occur only for more open forest gaps (i.e., $d/h > 5$) which are much wider than the forest gaps at the MCRB (i.e., $d/h < 1/2$), and therefore the use of equation (7) is justified for this study.

[15] In equation (6), $\tau_{bg}$ is calculated with account for the reduced extinction pathlength by presence of the gap via $\gamma$ in the following modification of equation (5)

$$\tau_{bg} = e^{-\frac{L'}{L'}}.$$
where both irradiance occurs in the “large” paired sites (Figure 2b), open sites. The largest differences between gap and forest forest cover relative to that at the corresponding gap and “small” gap is largely offset by an increased subcanopy (\(L_{in}\)) and longwave irradiance (\(K_{in}\)) at (a) the “small” paired gap-forest sites, and (b) the “large” paired gap-forest sites. Also comparing all-wave irradiance to snow (\(R_{in}\)), showing the relative contributions of shortwave irradiance (\(K_{in}\)) and longwave irradiance (\(L_{in}\)) at (a) the “small” paired gap-forest sites, and (b) the “large” paired gap-forest sites. Also shown for Figures 2a and 2b are the corresponding irradiances observed at a nearby open reference site.

As stated in section 3, simulations of gap direct-beam shortwave irradiance and longwave irradiance are made in reference to the center of an abstracted circular forest gap opening, and therefore does not explicitly account for the spatial variability in \(K_{in}\) and \(L_{in}\) observed across both the “small” and “large” gaps. It is also important to note that these comparisons are made over only a few days in March which casts uncertainty of how well the model will perform during later spring melt periods. To address this uncertainty, the model is further evaluated against spatially distributed simulation outputs by Lawler and Link [2011] at University of Idaho Experimental Forest (47 51’N, 116 43’W) for the months of February to May in forest gaps with opening sizes \((d/h)\) ranging from 1 to 6. These comparisons show that for small forest gaps (i.e., \(d/h = 1\)) at this lower-latitude site, center-point simulations compared relatively well for the months of February and March (i.e., \(<1\%\) underestimation by the center-point model) with differences increasing into April and May (i.e., \(\sim 10\%\) overestimation by the center-point model for May). Greatest differences between simulations occurred during April and May in medium-sized gaps (i.e., \(d/h = 2 \rightarrow 4\)) where the single-point model overestimated the distributed simulation by up to 16%. These results indicate that while center-point simulations may provide reasonably good approximations of mean irradiance for small forest gaps (i.e., \(d/h = 1\)), considerable uncertainty exists in the reliability of simulations in larger forest gaps, particularly at lower latitudes during later spring periods when solar elevations are higher.

Figure 2. Comparison of mean daily observed and simulated all-wave irradiance to snow \((R_{in})\), showing the relative contributions provided by shortwave irradiance \((K_{in})\) and longwave irradiance \((L_{in})\) at (a) the “small” paired gap-forest sites, and (b) the “large” paired gap-forest sites. Also shown for Figures 2a and 2b are the corresponding irradiances observed at a nearby open reference site.

5. Local-Scale Simulation of Snow Accumulation and Melt in Gap and Forest Sites

The gap and forest radiation estimation procedures outlined in section 3 and evaluated above were incorporated into the mass and energy balance routines of the Cold Regions Hydrological Modeling (CRHM) Platform [Pomeroy et al., 2007]. CRHM is a modular modeling system designed for cold regions that includes modules to quantify shortwave and longwave radiation fluxes in complex-vegetated terrain, wind redistribution of snow, snowcover energetics, infiltration into frozen and nonfrozen soils, soil drainage, evapotranspiration, and basin scale routing. Figure 3 provides a general schematic of the coupled radiation model –– CRHM module configuration used for simulating snow processes in gap and forest sites. As shown by this schematic, snow redistribution is the principal difference in how gap and forest sites are treated by the coupled model; snowfall is allowed to fall directly to the ground without redistribution in gap sites, but is subject to canopy interception and sublimation losses in the forest sites as calculated by the canopy mass and energy balance routines outlined by Ellis et al. [2010].

To assess the effectiveness of the coupled radiation-CRHM model for determining snow accumulation and melt in gap and forest sites, simulations of snow water equivalent (SWE) were compared to observations collected at paired gap and forest sites located along the opposing generally north facing and south facing slopes of the south Twin Creek tributary (STCT). Here, the opposing gap sites are small single circular forest openings \((d/h \sim 1)\).
within the spruce-dominated forest cover to form part of
the honeycomb patterned gap thinning treatment (Figure
1b), with the corresponding forest sites located under
the remnant forest cover between the gaps. For clarity, these
observation sites are referred to as the (i) north facing forest
site (NF), the (ii) north facing gap site (NG), the (iii) south
facing forest site (SF), and the (iv) south facing gap site (SG), and are described in Table 2 in terms of general
topography as well as forest cover characteristics as
determined from forest mensuration and analysis of hemi-
spherical imagery.

[21] At each of these sites, SWE was measured through-
out the winter by manual surveying of snow depth and den-
sity along established north-south transects, which were
repeated approximately every 2 weeks prior to melt and
every 2 to 3 days during melt. By relating survey snow
depths to measurements provided by an automated ultra-
sonic depth sensor at each forest site a continuous data set
of area-averaged snow depth was established from which a
corresponding SWE data set was produced by the linear
interpolation of snow density values over the winter.

Table 2. Topography and Forest Cover Characteristics of Forest
and Gap Observation Sites in the STCT, where LAI’ is the Leaf
Area Index Effective for Snow Interception, $\tau_d$ is the Canopy
Transmittance of Diffuse Shortwave Irradiance, and $d/h$ is the
Diameter-to-Height Ratio of the Gap Site

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Elevation (m.a.s.l.)</th>
<th>Slope/Aspect (°)</th>
<th>LAI’</th>
<th>$\tau_d$</th>
<th>$d/h$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North facing Forest Site (NF)</td>
<td>2024</td>
<td>28/330</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South facing Forest Site (SF)</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>26/164</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North facing Gap Site (NG)</td>
<td>2028</td>
<td>29/330</td>
<td>0°</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South facing Gap Site (SG)</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>27/164</td>
<td>0°</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*In reference to the center of the gap site.

$\tau_d$ of forest cover surrounding the gap site is set equal to that at the
corresponding forest site.

*As estimated from hemispherical photograph analysis.

[22] For the simulation of SWE at each observation site, forcing data sets of above-canopy irradiance and precipitation
were prepared by adjusting observations collected in a
nearby forest clearing located approximately 1.5 km north-
east and 70 m lower in elevation (Upper Clearing site in
Figure 1a). Precipitation corrections for elevation were
made using standard lapse rate corrections and radiation
adjustments by geometric corrections [Pomeroy et al.,
2007]. Model forcing data of air temperature, wind speed, and
relative humidity were provided from near-surface
observations collected at the forest sites, which were also
used for simulations at the corresponding gap sites. Although
greatest errors in using forest meteorological
conditions to proxy gap conditions are expected for near-
surface wind speeds, measurements from a portable ane-
mometer revealed gap wind speeds to be low and similar to
those under the forest canopy (differences < 0.3 m s$^{-1}$)
which is attributed to the high degree of wind sheltering
from the small openings of both gap sites. Finally, to pro-
vide a common specification of forest cover density for the
simulation of radiation transfer and interception processes,
the canopy transmittance of diffuse irradiance ($\tau_d$) in sec-
tion 3 was related to a leaf area index effective for interception (LAI’)
through the following modification of Pomeroy et al.’s [2002] expression:

$$ LAI' = e^{-\frac{(1-e^{-\theta})}{\tau_d}}. $$

[23] Using the modeling framework established above, time
series simulations of SWE at the forest and gap sites
are shown compared to observations over the 2008 period
of snowpack warming and melt (i.e., day of year (DOY)
90–150) in Figure 4. Here, a marked difference in snow
accumulation is evident between the gap and forest sites as
canopy interception losses over the winter reduce forest
accumulations to nearly half of those in the gaps. Although
model simulations are seen to generally capture the pro-
nounced differences in both snow accumulation amounts and
melt timing between sites, a more formal evaluation of
model performance is made by the following statistical
measures: the mean (or model) bias (MB) index, the model

Figure 3. General model configurations for simulation of
snow accumulation and melt at gap and forest site types
showing the linking of the respective irradiance simulations
to the mass and energy balance calculation modules of the
Cold Regions Hydrological Model (CRHM). CRHM mod-
ules are shown in grey dashed outlines.
efficiency (ME) index, and the root mean square error (RMSE), which are determined respectively by

$$MB = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_{sim} - x_{obs})^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} x_{obs}}$$

$$ME = 1 - \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_{sim} - x_{obs})^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_{obs} - x_{avg})^2}$$

$$RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_{sim} - x_{obs})^2}{n}}$$

where \(x_{sim}\) and \(x_{obs}\) are the simulated and observed daily SWE values for a total of \(n\) number of paired values, and \(x_{avg}\) is the average value of observations. Accordingly, MB values < 1 signify an overall under-prediction by the model and values > 1 an overall overprediction by the model. For the ME index, good model performance is indicated for values approaching 1; 0 indicates an equal efficiency between simulations and the \(x_{avg}\), and increasingly negative values signify progressively poorer model performance. In addition, the RMSE provides a quantification of the amount of unit error between daily \(x_{sim}\) and \(x_{obs}\) values.

[24] MB, ME, and RMSE index values were used to evaluate the simulation of daily SWE at each site over the period of snowpack warming and melt (i.e., DOY 90–150) and are stated in Table 3. A slight systematic underestimation of SWE at the NG site over the period is indicated by a MB < 1, with overestimation of SWE at all other sites, among which a maximum systematic bias of 17 % (i.e., MB = 1.17) was attained at the NF. Due to shallower subcanopy snow accumulations, simulation errors in terms of absolute unit error (i.e., RMSE) were less at the forests compared to the gaps, being greatest at the NG site where snow accumulation was the deepest. Overall, generally high ME values (0.69–0.89) were obtained for all sites, indicating that model simulations well represented the observed variation in daily SWE values at each site throughout the period.

[25] In addition to snow accumulation differences, Figure 4 also reveals the strong influence forest cover has on the timing of snowmelt between sites. Unlike the forests where a close correspondence in melt timing exists, a pronounced divergence in timing occurs between the opposing gaps, with earlier and more rapid melt at the south facing SG and much slower melt at the north facing NG where a substantial snowpack persists to the end of the period on DOY 149 (snow surveys were terminated on DOY 149 for logistical reasons). To provide a more detailed assessment of the combined effects that forest cover and slope orientation have on snowmelt timing, the snowmelt energy (\(Q_M\)) balance at each site was examined as determined by the CRHM Energy Balance Snowmelt Module (EBSM) via

$$Q_M = Q_k + Q_L + Q_H + Q_K + Q_G + Q_P = \frac{dU}{dt}$$

where \(dU/dt\) is the change in internal (stored) energy of snow, \(Q_K\) and \(Q_L\) are net shortwave and longwave radiation fluxes, respectively, \(Q_H\) and \(Q_J\) are the net sensible and latent heat turbulent fluxes, respectively, \(Q_G\) is the net ground heat flux, and \(Q_P\) is the energy from rainfall advection (all units W m\(^{-2}\) or MJ m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\)).

[26] Analysis of equation (14) for the coupled radiation-CRHM snowmelt simulations in Figure 4 reveal that at all the forest and gap sites radiation fluxes dominate total snowmelt energy (\(Q_M\)) as simulated turbulent exchanges to snow were limited by the low wind speeds, and only minor energy contributions were provided by ground heat (\(Q_G\)) or rainfall advection (\(Q_P\)). Among all sites, the highest \(Q_M\) occurs at the south facing SG due to large \(Q_K\) gains from the direct penetration of shortwave irradiance into the south facing gap. However, \(Q_J\) also provides considerable contributions to \(Q_M\) at the SG via longwave emissions from the surrounding trees, which act to minimize the negative \(Q_K\) balances prior to melt and enhance \(Q_J\) gains during melt when longwave losses from snow are limited by a maximum radiating temperature of 0 °C. Together, these shortwave and longwave radiation gains are sufficient to facilitate the comparatively early and rapid snowmelt observed at the SG. In contrast to the SG, much lower \(Q_K\) contributions are received by snow in the north facing gap (NG) as the site’s orientation away from the sun decreases incident shortwave irradiance and its penetration inside the gap opening. With a reduced shortwave flux to snow, combined with the substantial longwave losses from exposed gap snow to the above atmosphere, a large snowpack energy deficit accumulates throughout the winter to create a “cold (radiation) hole” in the NG [Bernier and Swanson, 1993]. This sizeable winter energy deficit results in delayed snowmelt which, when occurs, is facilitated mostly by longwave gains from surrounding canopy emissions upon air temperatures warming above freezing.

[27] In contrast to the gap sites, snowmelt energy (\(Q_M\)) at both forest sites is dominated by longwave radiation (\(Q_J\)) as the dense spruce canopy restricts shortwave irradiance to snow and largely masks the topography-controlled shortwave differences between north facing and south facing slopes. As a result, snowmelt timing is closely synchronized between the opposing forested slopes, with rapid melt at both forest sites proceeding upon above-freezing air temperatures when canopy longwave gains exceed the restricted longwave losses from 0 °C snow.

[28] Considering the good model simulations of snow accumulation and melt timing at all forest and gap observation sites, differences in simulated snowmelt energy balances strongly suggest the need for accurate representation of both slope orientation and forest cover effects in predicting snowmelt in complex mountain forest environments. The
benefit of incorporating a more realistic description of radiation dynamics in determining snowmelt in gap-thinned forests is further demonstrated by the much degraded estimation of snowmelt at gap sites for which simulations were performed with the complete removal of surrounding forest cover (i.e., snowmelt in a gap site was simulated as if it were an open site). Simulations of gap sites as open sites produced much lower ME values of 0.52 and 0.21 at the south facing SG and north facing NG sites, respectively. Such results illustrate the unique and disparate radiation environments that may be created in forest gaps compared to open or forest environments, and demonstrates the need for the separate characterization of these three sites types in modeling approaches.


[29] Following the above site-scale simulations of snow accumulation and melt energetics at the gap and forest sites, the model is further applied in this section to investigate the impacts of the gap-thinning treatments on snowmelt across the STCT of the MCRB. For this exercise, the previous point-scale simulations are expanded to encompass the entire original north facing landscape (NFL) and south facing landscape (SFL) areas in the STCT on which the gap-thinning treatments were performed (NFL and SFL shown in Figure 1b). On both the NFL and SFL, model simulations of snow accumulation and melt were completed over the 2007–2008 winter period, which was generally characterized by steady snow accumulation throughout the winter punctuated by a large snowfall in early May. Simulations on both the NFL and SFL were made with the following two cover types: (i) intact forest cover of the same canopy-cover radiation transfer and interception characteristics specified for point-scale simulations, and (ii) gap-thinned (or gap-thinning) cover, composed of intact forest patterned with small circular gaps (i.e., \( d/h = 1 \)). For these simulations, gap-thinned covers are intended to represent the forest gap-thinning treatment performed across the STCT, in which approximately 60\% of the forest covered area was replaced by small gap clearings. Accordingly, SWE in the gap-thinned covers is determined by the model as the sum of forest and gap site accumulations weighted by their respective 40\% and 60\% areal coverages.

[30] To illustrate the potential range of snowmelt responses from the gap-thinning treatments across the STCT, Figure 5 shows the simulated snowmelt for varying configurations of intact forest and gap-thinned covers assigned to the opposing NFL and SFL slopes of the tributary. Similar to the previous point-scale simulations, the tributary’s general topographic orientation results in the gap-thinning treatment having disparate effects on snowmelt timing between the NFL and SFL by delaying melt in the former and advancing melt in the latter, resulting in a substantial expansion of the snowmelt period. Consequently, when applied across the entire STCT, the gap-thinning treatment results in a substantial divergence in snowmelt timing on the opposing slopes compared to the closely synchronized melt when the tributary is covered by intact forest cover.

[31] Due to the opposing effects the gap-thinned treatments have on the timing of snowmelt between the NFL and SFL slopes, a large range in spring snowmelt responses may be realized in the STCT through differing cover-topography configurations across the tributary. This is shown in Figure 5 (bottom) by the large divergence in the timing of cumulative melt for differing cover scenarios across the STCS during the spring of 2007–2008. Again, the presence of the gap-thinned treatment across the tributary acts to greatly lengthen the total spring snowmelt period, but also substantially increases the total snowmelt due to deeper winter snow accumulation in the gap-thinned covers. In addition, substantial shifts in snowmelt timing occur with the introduction of the gap-thinned cover, which serves to delay NFL snowmelt and advance SFL snowmelt by up to 20 days for the simulation period.

[32] The influence of tributary (or valley) orientation on the impact the gap-thinned treatments have on snowmelt may be further demonstrated through a 90° horizontal rotation of the STCT, resulting in a hypothetical tributary composed of generally opposing east facing landscape (EFL) and west facing landscape (WFL) slopes. As expected, CRHM simulations over this reoriented tributary show similar cumulative snowmelt amounts for the same cover-topography configurations. However, in terms of snowmelt timing across the reoriented tributary, replacement of intact forest cover with gap-thinned cover results in a similar delay of snowmelt on both the EFL and WFL (Figure 6). This modest response in snowmelt timing to changes in forest cover occurs as the reorientation of the tributary acts to minimize topography-controlled differences in shortwave
irradiance in the gap-thinned landscape where snowmelt energy is slightly less than under forest cover due to reduced longwave inputs from the canopy. As a result, the potential variation in snowmelt timing under differing forest and gap-thinned landscape scenarios is much reduced for the reoriented tributary with east facing and west facing slopes compared to the original tributary orientation with south facing and north facing slopes.

7. Snowmelt Sensitivity to Meteorological Conditions

One advantage particular to physically based modeling approaches lies in the ability to examine how physical processes such as snowmelt respond to varying meteorological forcings and snowcover conditions. From this, simulation results may be assessed across a greater range of seasonal conditions, thus extending the results obtained previously over a single winter season. For this analysis, the sensitivity of snowmelt timing and melt energetics was assessed for the following shift in meteorological forcings:

A systematic shift in air temperature of $\pm 1^\circ$C, $\pm 2^\circ$C, and $\pm 3^\circ$C relative to that observed over the 2007–2008 season at the upper-clearing reference site (note that air vapor pressures are held constant for simulations). Due to the strong relation between air temperature and atmosphere, canopy, and snow temperatures, air temperature shifts are intended to illustrate the effect of changing longwave dynamics on snowmelt.

Alternatively, the impacts of varying snowcover conditions are assessed in terms of:

An adjustment in snow albedo ($\alpha_s$) of $\pm 0.02$, $\pm 0.04$, and $\pm 0.06$ relative to that simulated under observed meteorological conditions for the 2007–2008 season. Consequently, shifts in $\alpha_s$ values are intended to directly represent albedo effects on shortwave gains to snow with varying amounts of snowfall and hence albedo refreshment through the winter. This test also indirectly represents variations in incoming shortwave irradiance via changing cloud cover.

For these specified adjustments, snowmelt timing responses are shown in Figure 7 in terms of (i) the day (DOY) of the median spring snowmelt value and (ii) the corresponding shifts in the snowmelt energy terms in equation (14). Simulations were performed for the previously defined forest and gap-thinned cover as well as on completely open covers (i.e., completely without forest cover) across both the STCT as a whole and on the individual NFL and SFL slopes. For this exercise, shortwave irradiance was approximated using adjusted field observations while sky longwave irradiance was simulated to account for effects of shifting air temperatures for which the sky emissivity with changing cloud cover was estimated following the procedure outlined in Ellis [2011].

As shown in Figure 7, seasonal air temperature adjustments prescribed in shift (1) above produce the greatest shifts in snowmelt timing with intact forest cover on the NFL and SFL, which are caused primarily by changes in longwave radiation melt energy ($Q_L$) due to the relation between air temperature and canopy longwave emissions. However, considerable shifts in melt timing also occur for gap-thinned landscapes by varying the thermal emissions from the surrounding remnant forest cover and from the sky. Alternatively, snowmelt in open landscapes was the least affected by air temperature shifts where longwave irradiance is received primarily from sky emissions. For all the cover types, higher air temperatures advance the start of snowmelt by accelerating the warming of snow temperatures to 0°C, upon which large $Q_L$ gains and rapid melt rates are promoted by the 0°C restricted longwave losses. Increased air temperatures also result in modest additions of snowmelt energy from rainfall advection ($Q_{R}$) due to more total rainfall to snowcover; however, overall contributions from $Q_{R}$ remain relatively modest even on gap-thinned and open landscapes where more rain falls directly to snow. Similar small responses in snowmelt energy inputs from sensible and latent fluxes were caused by air temperature shifts at all sites due to the relatively low wind speeds.

Compared to snowmelt responses from air temperature shifts, systematic adjustments in simulated snow albedo ($\alpha_s$) prescribed in shift (2) affect snowmelt exclusively through shifts in shortwave melt energy ($Q_S$) and as a result exhibit marked differences with respect to both cover type and slope orientation. As expected, snowmelt timing is most sensitive to $\alpha_s$ on the SF open and gap-thinned slopes where shortwave irradiance to snow is greatest, and much less sensitive on NF gap-thinned slopes due to the decreased incident shortwave irradiance and limited shortwave penetration into the north sloping forest gap. Due to the later start of melt in the gap-thinned NFL, there is a much greater separation of melt periods between south facing and north facing gap-thinned slopes compared to the open slopes. By comparison, $\alpha_s$ shifts had much less impact.

Figure 6. (top) Simulated daily snowmelt and (bottom) corresponding cumulative snowmelt for differing configurations of (i) intact forest and (ii) gap-thinned clear-cut treatments on the EFL and WFL of a hypothetical 90° rotated STCT.
on snowmelt in intact forest cover irrespective of slope orientation, as forest cover acts to largely mask topography-controlled differences in shortwave irradiance to snow, and by result, $Q_K$. Consequently, the gap-thinning harvesting treatment across the STCT results in a marked divergence in snowmelt timing between the NFL and SFL landscapes due to the greater shortwave differences created between the opposing north facing and south facing slopes.

8. Discussion

[40] Through the integration of various processes describing canopy interception and snow energetics of cold region forest environments in a common modeling framework, the impact of prescribed forest gap-thinning treatments on mountain snow accumulation and melt was investigated through focused simulations applied in the MCRB, a small headwater basin in the eastern slopes of the Canadian Rocky Mountains. Overall, the coupling of a radiation model developed and tested in small forest gaps with the snow mass and energy balance routines of the Cold Regions Hydrological Model (CRHM) provided a good representation of the considerable differences observed in snowmelt timing between forest gaps on opposing south facing and north facing slopes.

[41] Results from the model application illustrate the marked and varied impacts forest gap-thinning treatments may have upon the spring snowmelt response in mountain
headwater basins. These simulations provided an extension of field-based observations over a larger range of spatial and temporal scales and demonstrated the potential for the gap-thinning treatments across the Twin Creek tributary to alter both the magnitude and timing of spring snowmelt runoff. In terms of water yield, both field observations and simulations indicate a considerable prospect for substantially increasing snow accumulation and spring snowmelt from forest thinning treatments due to reductions in snow interception losses. Alongside snow accumulation effects, of particular interest in the Twin Creek thinning treatment was the promotion of late-season streamflows through delayed snowmelt which was premised on the slower snowmelt rates observed in forest gaps relative to those under nearby forest cover on level terrain [Troendle and King, 1985; Golding and Swanson, 1986; Berry and Rothwell, 1992]. However, both observations and simulations across the STCT demonstrate that snowmelt energetics and resulting melt timing in small forest gaps are strongly influenced by slope orientation. The gap-thinning treatments along the south facing slope of the STCT produced earlier and faster melt due to increased shortwave radiation to snow, while melt was delayed on the north facing slopes due to reduced longwave emission from the canopy. Such disparate effects illustrate the important hydrological control that intact forest cover has in mountain environments through its synchronization of snowmelt across complex terrain.

Although the exact impacts the STCT gap-thinning treatments had on spring streamflow are largely unknown or unreported by previous studies, model results suggest that the expected delay in streamflow would have been substantially moderated as thinning treatments were performed along both the north facing and south facing slopes of the tributary. This is hypothesized as delayed melt on a gap-thinned north facing slope would be expected to be partially offset by the earlier and faster melt on the south facing gap-thinned slope. Alternatively, both field observations and model simulations suggest that delays in snow-derived streamflow would be most effectively gained through gap-thinning treatments targeted exclusively on the north facing slopes of the tributary. These findings strongly suggest that shifts in snowmelt timing brought about by forest cover changes will depend greatly on the slope orientation of the site, the implications of which provides a fundamental advance in the understanding of how vegetation controls the hydrology in cold mountain environments of the higher mid-latitudes. Although some uncertainty remains concerning the accuracy of the radiation and snowmelt simulations in forest gaps using a center-point approximation for gap-integrated radiation, good model evaluation results suggest that the simulations performed should provide a reliable indication of the relative differences in radiation and snowmelt between sites. Robustness of these results is also provided by the similar patterns in snow accumulation and melt timing that have been observed over several winter seasons at the MCRB [Ellis et al., 2011]. In addition, results from the model sensitivity analysis revealed that the general pattern of snowmelt responses to forest cover change is maintained across a wide range of seasonal meteorological conditions. Results also reveal the markedly disparate responses in snowmelt timing that may occur between forested and nonforested mountain landscapes resulting from shifts in spring meteorological conditions.

9. Conclusions

Findings from both the field observations and model simulations in this study agree with many other investigations reporting canopy thinning resulting in greater snow accumulations. However, the delay of snowmelt in small forest clearings, which has been reported in many level sites, was found only on north facing slopes in the MCRB. Alternatively, the accelerated melt in south facing clearings was more consistent with that found for level sites in Canada [e.g., Pomeroy and Granger, 1997]. These results underscore the important role that basin topography and scale of canopy gaps have in determining the effect forest cover changes have on snowmelt energetics and melt timing, with greatest impacts occurring across tributaries of opposing north facing and south facing mountain slopes and relatively little effect across tributaries with opposing east facing and west facing slopes. Further investigation is needed to better understand how forest cover disturbances may affect the timing and magnitude of peak flows from similar mountain regions.

The model applications examined in this study illustrate the considerable potential that forest thinning treatments have toward altering both the magnitude and timing of spring snowmelt response in similar Canadian Rocky Mountain headwater basins. However, uncertainty exists as to what range of environments, elevations, latitudes, meteorological conditions, and seasons these results can be reliably transferred to. For example, at more southerly latitudes, later in the snow season, or on lower slopes, radiation differences between slopes may not be as extreme, but distinct SWE differences may be maintained between forest and gap sites due to greater canopy snow sublimation losses. Similarly, small differences in snowmelt timing may also occur in maritime-dominated climates, where heavy cloud cover reduces shortwave variations across slope and aspect, and where wind effects on turbulent energy transfer rainfall advection may be more responsible for differences between gap-thinned and intact forest covers. While this study provides a fundamental advance in understanding how forest cover physically controls snow processes in areas of complex topography, it also illustrates the complex interplay between forest, snow, and meteorology that requires consideration for properly assessing how changes in forest cover and structure may alter the hydrological response of complex mountain headwater basins.

Notation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRHM</th>
<th>the Cold Regions Hydrological Model.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(d)</td>
<td>diameter of forest gap, m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(DOY)</td>
<td>day of year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(dr)</td>
<td>change in time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(dU)</td>
<td>change in internal (stored) energy of snow, MJ m(^2).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(EFL)</td>
<td>the east facing sloping landscape area of a 90° reoriented STCT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(h)</td>
<td>height of a forest gap, m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(HRU)</td>
<td>hydrological response unit.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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\begin{align*}
K_b & \text{ direct-beam shortwave irradiance, } W \text{ m}^{-2} \text{ or } MJ \text{ m}^{-2}. \\
K_d & \text{ nondirectional diffuse shortwave irradiance, } W \text{ m}^{-2} \text{ or } MJ \text{ m}^{-2}. \\
K_{in} & \text{ shortwave irradiance to snow, } W \text{ m}^{-2} \text{ or } MJ \text{ m}^{-2}. \\
K_o & \text{ shortwave irradiance to level surface, } W \text{ m}^{-2} \text{ or } MJ \text{ m}^{-2}. \\
L' & \text{ leaf area index effective for snow interception, } m^2 \text{ m}^{-2}. \\
L_m & \text{ longwave irradiance to snow, } W \text{ m}^{-2} \text{ or } MJ \text{ m}^{-2}. \\
L_o & \text{ longwave irradiance to a level surface, } W \text{ m}^{-2} \text{ or } MJ \text{ m}^{-2}. \\
MB & \text{ mean (or model) bias index, dimensionless.} \\
MCRB & \text{ the Marmot Creek Research Basin.} \\
ME & \text{ model efficiency index, dimensionless.} \\
NFL & \text{ the north facing forest site in the STCT.} \\
NG & \text{ the north facing forest site in the STCT.} \\
Q_E & \text{ net latent heat snowmelt energy, } W \text{ m}^{-2} \text{ or } MJ \text{ m}^{-2}. \\
Q_G & \text{ net ground heat snowmelt energy, } W \text{ m}^{-2} \text{ or } MJ \text{ m}^{-2}. \\
Q_H & \text{ net sensible heat snowmelt energy, } W \text{ m}^{-2} \text{ or } MJ \text{ m}^{-2}. \\
Q_K & \text{ net shortwave snowmelt energy, } W \text{ m}^{-2} \text{ or } MJ \text{ m}^{-2}. \\
Q_L & \text{ net longwave snowmelt energy, } W \text{ m}^{-2} \text{ or } MJ \text{ m}^{-2}. \\
Q_M & \text{ total snowmelt energy, } W \text{ m}^{-2} \text{ or } MJ \text{ m}^{-2}. \\
Q_P & \text{ net snowmelt energy from rainfall advection, } W \text{ m}^{-2} \text{ or } MJ \text{ m}^{-2}. \\
R_{im} & \text{ all-wave irradiance to snow, } W \text{ m}^{-2} \text{ or } MJ \text{ m}^{-2}. \\
R_{im,f} & \text{ subcanopy all-wave irradiance, } W \text{ m}^{-2} \text{ or } MJ \text{ m}^{-2}. \\
R_{in,g} & \text{ all-wave irradiance in a gap site, } W \text{ m}^{-2} \text{ or } MJ \text{ m}^{-2}. \\
RMSE & \text{ root mean square index, units variable.} \\
R_s & \text{ all-wave (above-canopy) irradiance to level surface, } W \text{ m}^{-2} \text{ or } MJ \text{ m}^{-2}. \\
R_s(S) & \text{ all-wave (above-canopy) irradiance to sloped surface, } W \text{ m}^{-2} \text{ or } MJ \text{ m}^{-2}. \\
s & \text{ second.} \\
SF & \text{ the south facing forest site in the STCT.} \\
SFL & \text{ the south facing sloping landscape of the STCT.} \\
SG & \text{ the south facing gap-thinned site in the STCT.} \\
STCT & \text{ the South Twin Creek Tributary.} \\
SWE & \text{ snow water equivalent, } kg \text{ m}^{-2} \text{ or } mm. \\
T_f & \text{ temperature of forest cover, } K. \\
V_{gap} & \text{ fraction of the overlying hemisphere occupied by a forest gap, dimensionless.} \\
WFL & \text{ the west facing sloping landscape of the 90° reoriented STCT.} \\
\chi_{obs} & \text{ observed value, units variable.} \\
\chi_{sim} & \text{ simulated value, units variable.} \\
Z & \text{ zenith angle of direct-beam irradiance with respect to a horizontal surface, radians.} \\
Z_S & \text{ zenith angle of direct-beam irradiance with respect to a sloped surface, radians.} \\
\alpha_s & \text{ snow albedo, dimensionless.} \\
\gamma & \text{ gap pathlength correction factor, dimensionless.} \\
\varepsilon_f & \text{ emissivity of forest cover foliage, dimensionless.} \\
\theta & \text{ solar elevation angle above horizon, radians.} \\
\sigma & \text{ Stephan-Boltzmann constant, } W \text{ m}^{-2} \text{ K}^{-4}. \\
\tau_b & \text{ forest transmittance of direct-beam shortwave irradiance, dimensionless.} \\
\tau_{bg} & \text{ gap transmittance of direct-beam shortwave irradiance, dimensionless.} \\
\tau_d & \text{ forest transmittance of diffuse shortwave irradiance, dimensionless.} \\
\omega & \text{ geometric slope correction factor for direct-beam irradiance, dimensionless.} \\
\end{align*}

Appendix A: An Assessment of Slope Effects on Forest Gap View Factor \( (V_{gap}) \) Determinations

[ms] As stated in the manuscript, the determination of the forest sky view factor \( (V_{gap}) \) by equation (7) makes the assumption of a horizontal surface. Although, the main focus of this paper is on gaps of relatively small diameter to height ratios (i.e., \( d/h < 2 \)), the assumption of a horizontal surface introduces estimation errors of \( V_{gap} \) particularly in more open gaps. The increasing influence of slope on \( V_{gap} \) is shown in Figure A1, which compares determinations of \( V_{gap} \) of varying on slopes of varying gradient \( (dz/dy) \). Here, slope is seen to have very little influence for relatively closed gaps (i.e., \( d/h > 3 \)), but a progressive divergence in \( V_{gap} \) occur with slope for more open gaps (i.e., \( d/h > 5 \)). At maximum, the assumption of a horizontal surface results in an overestimation of \( V_{gap} \) of approximately 0.08 (8%) for a slope gradient of 0.7. These results suggest that caution should be taken when applying estimate approaches developed for horizontal on mountain slopes, particularly in more open forest gap environments.
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